(This picture is another scene of protection, it correlates with the first scene in the protection section of
Demonstration of God's Covenant movie.)

I Saw Mount Zion
God wants His people to come to Mount Zion!
Years ago when God began teaching me about protections, He gave me a vision of Mount Zion.
In the vision there was a silver industrial chain link fence separating God's people, who were on Mount
Zion, from Satan and all his cohorts. Satan's tribe was of extreme numbers, five or six deep along the
fence, many more than depicted in the picture. They were reaching through the fence but could not get
through. God's people were protected from them.
We know that silver represents the purging and refinement of the saints, so we see the results
of that action in the lives of those who are protected, and walking on Mount Zion. God's people were
moving up the mountain going to my left, which reveals symbolically that it takes action in the physical
to even be on Mount Zion. I also believe that the climbing represents protections while coming to the
place on Mount Zion that the Lord wants all of us to come to. Mount Zion is symbolic of many things,
including the place where God keeps His laws and statutes.
God Reveals Fundamentalist Believers Lacking Water!
When the Lord revealed to me that He wanted me to write about this vision of Mount Zion, the
Holy Spirit gave me a series of scenes so I would realize the seriousness of a soon-to-come event and
a major problem that exists, even in fundamentalist believers. The scenes speak for themselves.
October 5, 2006: The first scene was a cross section of the earth,
and I was looking at a water well that a word church, fundamentalist
believing man had drilled. It was not deep enough because I saw a
pool of amazingly clear blue water just below his well.
In the next scene I was walking up a hill towards a beautiful
brick house that fundamentalist, God-loving believers lived in. It was
large and there was a brick wall about three feet tall in front of the
main door to the house. It was all very attractive and well kept. Looking at this short brick wall out front I
thought, "That must be where they keep their water!" As I approached the wall I began to see over it,
and I could see another wall going in another direction. It looked good but it was all just a design, a
decoration. It served no purpose. I then went into the house and was standing in the main room. It was
a huge open room and then suddenly, in a vision, I saw what was supposed to be in the center of the
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room. It was a circular wall, made of the same brick as the house and the
short walls out front. The wall was about three feet tall, at least 50 - 60 feet
in diameter, and it was full of beautiful clear blue water. I knew this water
needed to come into the house or the people living there would not live
through what was coming. Knowing what the water was, I turned to the
north and spoke something.
The circular pool of water in this scene is the same circular pool of water the fundamentalistbelieving man had drilled towards but missed in the previous scene. The Lord has dealt with us here at
Take His Heart for years, saying we needed to go deeper. To the extent that we have done this is
possible only because of the "things of the Holy Spirit" that we have kept track of, line upon line, and
precept upon precept. Going deeper gives a different, but more understandable picture. It was revealed
in this scene that I know what the water is that needs to come into the house of fundamentalist
believers. It is also revealed that they will not make it through a coming event without this water. The
house is good looking but God's Spirit revealed a main item is missing and it is directly related to
survival in what is to come on the earth.
A third scene on October 7, 2006:
I walked into a room of enthusiastic, fundamentalist believers sitting in chairs facing me. They
were joyfully on fire for the Lord and I asked them if they knew how to do something. Every one of them
excitedly raised their right hand high saying, "Oh yes, we know how to do that." I knew they didn't and
in fact, they were doing the opposite of what they should be doing.
This scene reveals these enthusiastic believers had no clue that they were doing the opposite of
what they should be doing concerning a certain subject. They lacked the water they needed, revealed
in the first two scenes.
Jesus said, ... the stain of wrong doings .…
It is important, for more than one reason, for the church to understand the three spots, rid
herself of them, and then keep the spots out. (The three spots are: The mechanics of salvation, tithing,
and how the Holy Spirit teaches and leads.) This takes a continual awareness until the correct way to
do things becomes fully established. One reason for getting rid of the spots is survival, as revealed by
the Holy Spirit and presented on this site. Another reason is revealed in an e-mail sent to me by a
pastor who had watched the information concerning the three main spots on the DVDs we send out.
The e-mail presents a picture:
"Dear Roy, ....You know a month after I watched the DVDs, I had an unusual dream one night. I saw
Jesus. He was dressed in white and I saw spots on His white flowing gown. He was measuring all our
works with a double-edged sword. Everywhere He went He was disappointed. When it was my turn, I
was so confident He was going to smile at me. He brought out a double edged sword and placed it
under my works and I fell short of the standard. He was so mad and showed His displeasure with the
Church. I bowed my head and He told me that the spots I have seen on His white gown were the stains
of the wrong doings of the body of Christ. He then brought out something like a cloth and covered my
short comings and asked me to go tell my brethren. Since then My heart has been on fire."
Simon Amos Dakop (Nigeria)
...........
As reported on this site, I have seen Jesus angry at people (leaders) because of the bottom
spot. It was not a pleasant thing to experience. If pastor Simon Amos Dakop's e-mail did not inspire you
to focus on getting full understanding of the spots and implement the corrections, it is my hope that
some of the information in this writing will.
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The White Horse of Revelation 19
On November 3, 2006, while singing the song Sound of Praise, I
saw the White Horse of Revelation 19 again. I saw the Lord's silver, double
edged sword down and to the left side of the horse. The sword is the Word
of God, what He meant when He spoke, and the silver represents refinement
of the saints. Both this vision and the scene given Simon Dakop reveal the
judgement of the church is here now. Will she receive her judgement and
turn from the stain of wrong doings in the eyes of the Lord? Judgement is
symbolically depicted to be on stage in the White Horse Movie.
We must realize the right way or pattern of doing things is written in
Mount Zion and the married Bride of Christ will walk in those correct patterns already established by
God. A person cannot be in the married Bride of Christ and be doing the wrong acts represented by the
three spots. They are wrong patterns of doing things. It is a legal matter, just as what Jesus did on earth
was a legal matter! I have seen individuals, pastors included, not pay much attention to the three spots
and therefore continue unknowingly in their present patterns. Jesus told me to tell Christians to focus
on Brideship. Focus is the opposite of "not paying much attention." The Lord used the word "focus"
because that is what it takes to come out of the spots and remain out. Remember, the difference
between a woman being a bride or being a harlot is revealed in her acts.

I Saw the Frame of the Earth.
Hebrews 11: 3
Through faith we understand that the worlds were framed by the word of
God, so that things which are seen were not made of things which do
appear.
Years ago the Holy Spirit showed me the framed earth. It was void
except for the frame. Looking at the scripture we realize the frame I saw is
the word of God. I was told, "If you will walk on the frame you will not fall."
This was one of the first indications to me of what Mount Zion is all about. If
we will walk in what God meant when He spoke we will have life; otherwise
death and destruction comes from the enemy of mankind. We have the
choice of walking on the frame or doing our own thing.
Deuteronomy 30:19
I call heaven and earth to record this day against you, that I have set before you life and death, blessing
and cursing; therefore choose life, that both thou and thy seed may live;
God's Word is absolute and we cannot change it through faith in a false doctrine. It is written in
Mount Zion, unchangeable. There are physical laws in the earth that are invisible. We benefit from
understanding these physical laws God set in the earth. God's Kingdom is in the fourth dimension,
invisible all around us. His kingdom has laws revealing patterns we need to learn to follow to gain the
full benefits of His Kingdom.
You will benefit from obeying the laws of the country where you live. Likewise, you will benefit
from obeying the laws set in Mount Zion. To walk on Mount Zion is to walk on the frame of the earth like
God showed me, another picture of the same thing. The spotless Bride walks on Mount Zion, she is
referred to in scripture as a city. Mount Zion is also referred to as a city, one and the same symbol,
producing a picture we need to see.
Psalms 48:2
Beautiful for situation, the joy of the whole earth, is mount Zion, on the sides of the north, the city of the
great King.
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The world is framed by God's Word and we must realize that the laws and statutes are still in
His Word, in Mount Zion, and in the frame of the earth. Jesus was sure to tell us from His own lips that
He had not come to do away with the Law, but to fulfill it.

Mount Zion (Sion), The Law
Some Understanding
A Good Thing
The Law of Sacrifice
What the Law Could Not Do
(I am including some of what is revealed in the presentation concerning the law for those who are not
able to watch the movie.)
Mount Zion is the place where God keeps His Law, His legal records.
Micah 4:2
And many nations shall come, and say, Come, and let us go up to the mountain of the Lord, and to the
house of the God of Jacob; and he will teach us of his ways, and we will walk in his paths: for the law
shall go forth of Zion, and the word of the Lord from Jerusalem.
(It is a place that exists forever.)
Psalms 125: 1
They that trust in the Lord shall be as mount Zion, which cannot be removed, but abideth for ever.
So we see by putting these two together that God's laws are forever! This means that Mount
Zion and what it represents is just as important in the New Testament as it was in the Old.
Some Understanding
Years ago the Holy Spirit showed me a scene of Christians
and their shadows. I was told, "You will be able to see the law being
fulfilled in the shadows of future Christians." Shadows reveal the acts
of the person casting the shadow. So we see that in the acts of future
Christians we will see the laws of God being fulfilled through their
actions.
Hebrews 10:1
For the law having a shadow of good things to come, and not the
very image of the things, can never with those sacrifices which they
offered year by year continually make the comers thereunto perfect.
We see from this scripture that the law has a shadow of good things to come but does not
reveal the clear image of the good things! Likewise, in the scene I saw, the shadows did not give a
clear image (but a shadow) of how the law was to be fulfilled in future Christians. But the scene did
reveal that once the clear image of the good things was known, and fulfilled in future Christians, we
would be able to see the law being fulfilled in their shadows.
A Good Thing
We must understand that Jesus fulfilled the law through love, not just through the letter of the
law or need. The need was there but He fulfilled the need through love. He went to the cross because
of the need to fulfill the law and the prophets but He did it through love. It is revealed the letter of the
law kills but the Spirit gives life. When we here at Take His Heart actually started to follow after the
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"things of the Spirit' we found ourselves fulfilling a law of God through love in a special way. You can
see the love of God extended from the Lord through to people in what He taught us about tithing
correctly. Because we see the love (good thing) of the Lord manifested to people, we desire to tithe
correctly because we see God's purposes performed in His manifested love. We must see the love and
purpose in this act or we will revert to doing it out of need and the letter and not through love. If we tithe
out of need or the letter we have missed the whole picture of the Lord's purposes; we have missed His
love manifested.
When we deliver the Lord's funds to a widow or the needy in His name, not ours, saying, "The
Lord said to give this to you," we see the law of the tithe being fulfilled in the shadows cast as we
perform the task. Even the letter of the law can be seen in the shadow as God showed me in the vision
of future Christians.
The Law of Sacrifice
Jesus said:
Matthew 5: 17
Think not that I am come to destroy the law, or the prophets: I am not come to destroy, but to fulfil.
He said to not even think He came to do away with the law, so we need to understand all we
can about it. When God spoke to me saying, "All My laws are still in effect," I retorted with, "That can't
be true. Jesus was the final sacrifice; we don't do sacrifices anymore." The Lord then took me to:
Romans 12:1
I beseech you therefore, brethren, by the mercies of God, that ye present your bodies a living sacrifice,
holy, acceptable unto God, which is your reasonable service.
I then understood that we are to fulfill the "law of sacrifice" in our own lives. The act of sacrificing
animals had nothing to do with love and God had no pleasure in them.
Hebrews 10:8
Above when he said, Sacrifice and offering and burnt offerings and offering for sin thou wouldest not,
neither hadst pleasure therein; which are offered by the law;
Paul the apostle said he was sorry that he had only one life to give into the service of the Lord.
We see an act of love towards the Lord (producing pleasure in the Lord) when we fulfill the law of
sacrifice like Paul. If I personally do the same, am I under the "Law of Sacrifice?" No, I'm fulfilling it.
Jesus fulfilled the righteousness of the law through love and we are to do the same. We will not be like
Him until we do. We have not grown up into Him until we do!
Christians need to ask themselves this question. If Jesus was to walk this earth in the physical
right now, would He walk in the righteousness of the law or think, "I fully fulfilled the laws and statutes of
My Word in the earth once, no need to walk in them now, they are irrelevant."
In fact, we are to walk in all of God's laws and statues, therefore defeating the enemy like Jesus
did. To break the law is to sin...
I John 3:4
Whosoever committeth sin transgresseth also the law: for sin is the transgression of the law.
... and to sin is to let the enemy in! Jesus said He was the Way, the Truth.... Was He not showing us
"the way" through His acts? Does not the vision of Mount Zion reveal a defeat of Satan and his cohorts
by us walking on Mount Zion? Paul the apostle had to be coming against the idea of Christians not
having anything to do with God's laws and statutes when he said we are not to make void the law
through faith!
Romans 3:31
Do we then make void the law through faith? God forbid: yea, we establish the law.
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I am not talking about getting into Jewish law or returning to Jewish roots. I am talking about
walking in God's Word, His law and statutes and what He meant by them. This meaning or pattern of
the proper way of doing things is revealed by the Holy Spirit.
What the Law Could Not Do
Jesus came to fulfill the law, thereby legally establishing His throne and enabling a legal way
through Him in which we can obtain eternal life. He came to do what the law could not do. He paid the
price and the everlasting covenant was established permanently by His death on the cross. The
covenant now had something added, making it new, including the availability of eternal life through
Jesus. The old way of sacrificing animals was done away with and replaced by a beautiful living
sacrifice, fulfilled in us, through our love towards the Lord. The scripture says this is reasonable:
Romans 12:1
I beseech you therefore, brethren, by the mercies of God, that ye present your bodies a living
sacrifice, holy, acceptable unto God, which is your reasonable service.
We are living under the ever-lasting covenant now. There is no argument! The
frame of the earth I was shown has to do with "Everlasting Covenant!"
Isaiah 24: 5
The earth also is defiled under the inhabitants thereof; because they have
transgressed the laws, changed the ordinance, broken the everlasting covenant.
Remember, we as Christians are grafted in, not separated out! This scripture
therefore applies to us.
Jeremiah 31: 33
But this shall be the covenant that I will make with the house of Israel; After those days, saith the
LORD, I will put my law in their inward parts, and write it in their hearts; and will be their God, and they
shall be my people.
God has been performing this here at Take His Heart!
The Spotless Bride fulfills the righteousness of the law through love, as Jesus did, even
fulfilling the law of sacrifice by giving up her life to the Lord.

Fundamentalists doing opposite
of what they should be doing!
One of the scenes given by God for this Mount Zion article (10-7-2006) revealed that
fundamentalists are doing things opposite of what they should be. This reminded me of when the Holy
Spirit revealed that we here at Take His Heart were doing something backwards in praying for someone
who had cancer. It is relative to what the Lord said, "Haven't you heard of combining healing and the
law?" The Lord combined healing and the law and in order for us to be like the Lord we must learn to do
this too. The fundamentalists I know, whom the Lord used in the scenes for this Mount Zion section, are
basically no different in action than we were when the Lord told us we were doing something the
opposite of what we should be doing, pertaining to healing. We should have been teaching the person
to come into covenant with the Lord; then we would not even have to be praying against cancer
concerning them. So this is certainly one thing the fundamentalists are doing backwards like we were.
You can find the full account of this in the Silver Man section of the tithing book, starting on pg.73, and
on the site:
www.takehisheart.com/wayofthelordluke12matthew9.htm
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Years ago when the Lord started to teach me about covenant I came to the point where I told
the Lord that if it wasn't for eternal salvation being in the new covenant, I would rather live under the old
covenant with Him rebuking the devourer, rather than me having to do it in the new covenant. I knew
that God knew what the enemy was doing all the time and I did not. The Lord didn't answer!
This line of thinking came from my own wrong thought patterns concerning covenant and the old
one passing away. I have learned that the foundational principles, and the promises in the previous
covenants carry over into the new covenants as God proceeds through time. God's whole Word, all of
His principles of covenant, still stand. I have already shared, with biblical evidence, how the law of
sacrifice is still in effect. Let's look at this early covenant and what God said.
Genesis 9
11 And I will establish my covenant with you; neither shall all flesh be cut off any more by the waters of
a flood; neither shall there any more be a flood to destroy the earth. 12 And God said, This is the token
of the covenant which I make between me and you and every living creature that is with you, for
perpetual generations: 13 I do set my bow in the cloud, and it shall be for a token of a covenant
between me and the earth. 14 And it shall come to pass, when I bring a cloud over the earth, that the
bow shall be seen in the cloud: 15 And I will remember my covenant, which is between me and you and
every living creature of all flesh; and the waters shall no more become a flood to destroy all flesh. 16
And the bow shall be in the cloud; and I will look upon it, that I may remember the everlasting covenant
between God and every living creature of all flesh that is upon the earth. 17 And God said unto Noah,
This is the token of the covenant, which I have established between me and all flesh that is upon the
earth.
This covenant is still in effect. It stands, and it has not passed away. To this day we still see the
rainbow in the clouds. This covenant and its benefits are part of the framework of the earth, still written
in Zion just like the statutes, God's law, and the benefits of observing them are still written in Zion.
Remember, I am talking about walking in the righteousness of the law through love like Jesus
did, following after the Holy Spirit; not as the Jews did, walking by the letter. If we look at what Jesus did
while here we see in His acts the love of God manifest and the righteousness of the law being fulfilled,
both at the same time. Certainly in the coming "Manifested Sons of God" we will be able to see the
same total fulfillment, or how could they really be the "Manifested Sons of God?" Jesus gave up His life
for His Father and us! The basic picture surrounding a lot of fundamentalists/charismatics today is,
"What is it God can do for me?" This is totally opposite of what Jesus did! Motive is a big thing. God
dealt with us for years concerning our wrong motives! Will your motives stand up before God?
One dictionary definition of "opposite" is this:
Extremely different; inconsistent; contrary; repugnant; antagonistic. [1913 Webster]
It is time for the Spotless Bride to come forth in the earth. In the train symbolism article we see
that God revealed if the church in the world opposes the Spotless Bride train from going forth, her
foundation and very ministry will be destroyed. Is the fundamentalist church opposing, being contrary
to, or inconsistent with God's spoken Word?
Jeremiah 31: 33
But this shall be the covenant that I will make with the house of Israel; After those days, saith the
LORD, I will put my law in their inward parts, and write it in their hearts; and will be their God, and they
shall be my people.
For the most part a lot of believers and church leaders have been coming against, or opposing,
the idea of God writing His laws and statutes in our hearts. As an example, I recently heard a
fundamentalist preacher say, "Don't get into legalism; it will bring pressure!" This is somewhat true but
look at an ordinary street intersection with traffic lights. The invisible laws at that intersection protect
people from accidents and even death. When you approach that intersection and the light turns red,
how much pressure are you under to stop at that light? If you are a seasoned driver there is little or no
pressure at all because you know the driving laws are what keep you safe. You don't feel pressure just
because it is the thing to do. You are used to it and it becomes a habit. The same is true of God's
invisible laws and statutes. They protect you and the Bible says they give you life, if you will obey them.
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In the COMPLETE JEWISH BIBLE, by David Sterns pg. 686, statutes of life is actually
translated "laws that give life." So by replacing "statutes of life" in the following scripture it reads:
Ezekiel 33:15 ILB
if the wicked returns the pledge; he repays the thing stolen, he walks in the laws that give life, not doing
iniquity; he shall surely live; he shall not die. . . .
In comparison to God's laws, the laws at any street
intersection actually protect you and give you life. The same is
true about "pressure to obey." Once you understand God's
invisible laws, why they are there, and function in them, the
pressure of obeying goes away and they hopefully become a
habit. Years ago the Lord revealed to me that the preaching of
grace, love, and judgement are totally out of balance. Judgment
has to do with God's laws, His statutes, His Word. So we can
visualize the preacher who preached this, "Don't get into legalism,
it will bring pressure!" going through street intersections
disregarding the laws saying, "Grace, grace, grace, I don't want any pressure!" You know what will
happen!
I have heard many Christians say, "Don't get under the law!" What they don't understand is that
you get under the law by breaking the law, not by fulfilling it. Ask anyone in jail when they got under the
law! If these men obey their own words, or ideas of what the Bible says concerning the law, they are in
trouble because of the law of faith.
Romans 3: 27
Where is boasting then? It is excluded. By what law? of works? Nay: but by the law of faith.
So if they work the law of faith, according to them, they would be under the law rather than
fulfilling it.
The Lord is now writing His laws and statutes in the hearts of those who will let Him. He is
preparing a church, spotless and holy for Himself.
Ephesians 5:
27 That he might present it to himself a glorious church, not having spot, or wrinkle, or any such thing;
but that it should be holy and without blemish.
The church must focus on becoming spotless. She cannot be holy and without blemish while
breaking God's laws and statutes any more than Jesus could be. Jesus said the way is narrow that
leads to life. It's time we embrace God's laws and statutes through love as Jesus did! It's time for
fundamentalists to change their attitude towards the law! It's time for the church to walk on
Mount Zion.

What's Coming That Fundamentalists
Won't Live Through If They Don’t
Get Rid Of Their Pet Doctrines?
Matthew 24:37
Jesus said: "But as in the days of Noah, so shall also the coming of the Son of man be."
In putting this all together I suddenly realized that this is the first time God has given His people
a warning of life and death through me that is easy to see. I know the Day of the Clouds is a type of
warning but this is a warning of, "Fundamentalists won't make it through what is coming if . . . ."
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On October 9, 2005, I had a scene of pets crawling on their bellies
towards something that was coming on the horizon. They were crawling
as if to try to hide from whatever it was that was coming. One thing for
sure is that they were hoping it would pass over them.
About a year later the Holy Spirit revealed it was not only the pets
that would not make it through but also their owners that would not make
it through, if they continued to hang onto their pet doctrines. See The
Death of a Pet booklet or read it online:
www.takehisheart.com/powerofthewilldeathofapet.htm
What's Coming?
December 9, 2006
I was taken into the future into a group of buildings that were the colors of Israeli stone. I was in
a place I could not get out of, except there were no walls holding me there. It was a situation I could not
escape. I was with a young man of about 25 years and also another man, a relative. I never saw this
second person at this point but he was there.
In the center of a courtyard between the buildings was a standing
rectangular case with a base. It had a door and was very high tech and
futuristic. (There's no way to duplicate it in the picture.) This young man
opened the door and I saw rotten garbage, which may have been
human remains. The young man put my relative into the container and
shut the door, sealing it. I caught a glimpse of the man at this point,
seeing he had on black clothing. It was a hot place and this was in the
bright, hot sun. The person inside had to sit in a squatting position
because of the height of the container.
Then days passed and I was headed out of a building to do what I needed to do when the
young man came into the room I was leaving. He was coughing and choking from the stench that
followed him into the room. He was laughing so hard he was folding over from laughter, all the while
pointing outside to the container. There was such a horrible air about him; he was laughing
uncontrollably about the atrocity he had committed. He had no conscience and was void of regard for
life, any life, animal or human. He was Godless. I went on out the door walking towards the container
that could be seen from the building where we were. The young man had opened it and it was on its
side. There was a rectangular plastic cube that had been the lining of the box and it was now out on the
ground. It was clear plastic and I could see my relative clearly now and all the gross things in the bag.
The relative was dressed in a black tux with a cowboy hat, and I knew he was a showman because of
the symbolism God has shown me before. The stench was so bad it was coming through the plastic
sealed bag. Seeing this I turned towards the building I had come out of, raised my hand and was going
to give the young man a obscene gesture and profanity. (Now this is not something I have ever done in
real life but there have been times I wanted to.) Anyway, I caught myself before I carried through with
either thing. I didn't let it happen because I knew that was what the young man was after. He wanted
me to make a mistake because then he could lay his hands on me and kill me hideously like he
had this man. He couldn't lay a hand on me during all of this because I had protection. (See movie)
Then I was emerging out of the scene to see my own mouth in a vision. It was shut, revealing I could
not speak or write, but I knew it was not sealed. Another important thing I knew when coming out of all
of this was: I knew I had experienced in the scene the same human conditions that existed in
Noah's time. I now understood more fully why God destroyed mankind then - even the babies. This
young man in the scene had no seed of righteousness in him, none.
After meditating on the vision of my mouth, I realized God was showing me that I cannot
describe the hideousness of this young man's actions! There are no words to really describe the
atmosphere, the man's Godless attitude; it is unspeakable.
Years ago when God was dealing with me about Noah's day He revealed that there was no
righteous seed except in Noah. His family was saved because of him. In the scene I had protection in a
time in the future that is as in the days of Noah. I had no choice being in this situation and neither did
the Christian showman. He was dressed in a tuxedo as if to be ready for a banquet.
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To understand more about this symbolism I share part of a scene given when God was teaching
us about the Marriage of the Lamb.
May 19, 2004
I was walking along the side of a long table made up of eight to ten smaller tables. I was picking
up books, speaking about each one. They were spaced about two feet apart down this long row of
tables. I came to the last book, picked it up, and saw that it was just pictures made by children with
water colors or pastels. There were no words in the book. I thumbed through it as it certainly wasn't
mine, and deciding there was nothing I could say about it, I laid it down. (There was not one thing in it
worth talking about yet they had access to it.) I turned towards the men seated at the first table whom I
had been talking to for such a long time. These were men dressed in black tuxedos with white shirts
and white gloves. They thought they were ready for a marriage and indeed were just waiting for it to
automatically happen. I was now walking back towards them and said, "Next Sunday, bring something
to show the people what you have done. Tell us." All this had to do with the fact that these men had just
been sitting like a bump on a log, so to speak, not moving on what I had been talking to them about.
The men began getting up, speaking very angry words at me. They were leaving.
Are there fundamentalist believing people waiting for the Marriage of the Lamb to automatically
happen like these men were? Through the years I have had several people tell me that "by faith" they
believe they will be in the Married Bride of Christ, as if it will just happen by God snapping His fingers.
These are believers who ignore, or take lightly, what it takes to come into covenant with the Lord. They
have their "pet" ways and doctrines and they won't let go. They are totally ignoring the fact that the
Bible says the church must make herself ready for the marriage. In the scene I was asking the men to
tell the people what they had done to prepare themselves for The Marriage of the Lamb.
We need to recognize that these men who are wearing tuxedos in this scene are dressed the
same as the Christian who was hideously killed by the godless man in the previous scene. The only
exception is the cowboy hat which I will explain. We must realize that these Christian fundamentalist
leaders who were not moving to come into covenant will not make it through what's coming on the
horizon. This is what the Holy Spirit is revealing!
To explain the cowboy hat, the Holy Spirit established this symbolism to us years ago using
Buffalo Bill Cody, who was a showman. Let me first say that God loves these showmen but wants them
to change themselves and what they are doing. I simply state some of their traits, as revealed by the
Holy Spirit through the years.
One preacher who the Holy Spirit showed me to be a showman, is a fundamentalist. He is very
charismatic and he operates in some of the gifts. Basically, he preaches things the people like to hear,
is very pleasant, and is entertaining. However, you could tell he had a serious love for the Lord. Another
time the Holy Spirit showed me a man who claimed to be an apostle but was a showman. Whether he
really is an apostle I don't know.
Knowing symbolically that the fundamentalist Christian (whom the godless man killed hideously)
was a leader in the Lord's church, what does this say for those people the leaders are leading? He had
no protection so it is logical that his followers had no protection either.
What's coming that fundamentalist believers
won't make it through?
The scene reveals that the time Jesus talked about as being like the "days of Noah" is now. He
will return!
Matthew 24:37
Jesus said: "But as in the days of Noah, so shall also the coming of the Son of man be."
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We must understand that Jesus says He will return during the time
that is like the days of Noah. This Godless-ness atmosphere is already in
place when He returns. So we can see fundamental-ists won't make it
through this period to when the Lord returns unless they get the water
shown by the Holy Spirit and reported in God Reveals Fundamentalist
Believers Lacking Water!
The Lord told me to tell people to set their eyes on brideship! This
is to set and keep your main focus on coming into covenant and staying
in covenant with the Lord. (See: The Lord said Pay Attention in the three
spots booklet.) The spots must go before we are able to put the bride's
gown on. It is a dress, not a tuxedo!
Hale-Bopp
Remember the comet Hale-Bopp back in 1997?
About 3000ish years ago a Jewish prophet said that when a comet was found in the cross bow of the
warrior, then the soon arrival of the Messiah was about to happen.
Hale-Bopp passed over Jerusalem on March 22, 1997. It was closest at this time. The exact
date does not matter for this story, but as you are about to see it was extremely important back then.
When this date was written in Hebrew as a numerical value, it then could be read as words. Hebrew
letters are also the counting system.
Guess what the Hebrew words were? Before I tell you, the comet Hale-Bopp was first sighted in
the crossbow of Sagittarius. The words were "as in the days of Noah". That is correct, the date written
in Hebrew and read as words quoted scripture across the sky over Jerusalem.
Lance Bergman

Beginning of Sorrows - VICTORY IS COMING
to the one on the mountaintop....
Throughout the Bible God generally provides a way out for His people, or a
way through critical situations. Let’s look at one example:
Exodus 11: 4-7
And Moses said, Thus saith the Lord, About midnight will I go out into the midst of
Egypt: And all the firstborn in the land of Egypt shall die, from the firstborn of
Pharaoh that sitteth upon his throne, even unto the firstborn of the maidservant that is behind the mill;
and all the firstborn of beasts. And there shall be a great cry throughout all the land of Egypt, such as
there was none like it, nor shall be like it any more. But against any of the children of Israel shall not a
dog move his tongue, against man or beast: that ye may know how that the Lord doth put a difference
between the Egyptians and Israel.
We see in the above scripture that the Lord predicts, through His Prophet, that He is going to
strike Egypt’s first born. He also states that nothing will happen to the children of Israel. Then the Lord
reveals the purpose: that ye may know how that the Lord doth put a difference between the Egyptians
and Israel. This “revealed difference” is what the Lord is going to do with His obedient Bride and worldly
people. In this He will be glorified! But this is not just a snap of the fingers by God, as revealed with the
situation with the Egyptians and Israel.
In chapter twelve the Lord gives Israel instructions for killing a Lamb and placing its blood on the
sides and over the doors of their houses. They were to eat the unblemished lambs in their houses.
Later the Lord goes on to say:
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Exodus 12: 12,13
For I will pass through the land of Egypt this night, and will smite all the firstborn in the land of Egypt,
both man and beast; and against all the gods of Egypt I will execute judgment: I am the Lord. And the
blood shall be to you for a token upon the houses where ye are : and when I see the blood, I will pass
over you, and the plague shall not be upon you to destroy you, when I smite the land of Egypt.
I have underlined the part that reveals that the plague will pass over those who obeyed God.
The Lord gave Israel a way through (without a scratch) what was coming onto Egypt. A key thing to
see is this: and when I see the blood, I will pass over you,. . ..
This reveals that had any single family, even though they were Jewish, not obeyed God to the
letter they would have lost their first born just like the Egyptians. It would have been their fault, not
God’s. The key for Israel was to obey God at the time! A key for us is to obey God, doing all things His
way in these End Times.
On February 25, 2007, the Holy Spirit gave me a scene in the night. In this scene some
fundamentalist Christian brothers had gone to work for the same farmer that I was working for. (The
farmer represents the Lord.) The farmer had asked the brothers to work for him. They agreed and were
working but at the end of the scene the brothers came to me complaining about the farmer. They said
the farmer had fired them because they would not do things his way. They wanted to do things their
way and they were very mad that they had been fired.
I emerged from this scene hearing a phrase from a song the Lord gave us: Pierce our hearts
with urgency of what YOU say, from the song LORD, TAKE OUR HEART.
We must understand that God does nothing without a reason and there are serious reasons for
doing things His way. Coming into Brideship His way will take us through troubles, as depicted
symbolically in this next scene.
On 3-4-2007 I had a vision of the Spotless Bride train going
through a pile of snow that man had put on the tracks. The pile was not as
tall as the train, maybe 3/4’s as tall. The train went through like it was
nothing. For any other type of machine the pile would have been a
problem. (Scripturally, snow symbolizes “troubles”.) When I was trying to
go back to sleep, this line from the song VICTORY IS COMING to the one
on the mountaintop.... came loud and clear.
This scene reveals that those on the Spotless Bride Train will go
through troubles that are man-made or that are coming onto mankind. We
must realize that End Time events are manifested mainly because of
man’s unbelief and disobedience. As to what all of the troubles are, revealed here symbolically, is
known only to God.
The Lord loves His people and wants to protect them just as He protected the first born of Israel.
I’m glad He showed us, symbolically, the way through before He revealed this next scene. As you can
see the scenes are only five days apart.
On 3-9-2007 the Holy Spirit gave me a prophetic vision of a snow- covered
earth as depicted here. Scripturally, snow represents troubles, so we see by
this next scripture that God is revealing that the beginning of sorrows is at
hand or soon will be upon us.
Mark 13: 8
For nation shall rise against nation, and kingdom against kingdom: and there
shall be earthquakes in diverse places, and there shall be famines and
troubles: these are the beginnings of sorrows.
Isaiah 8: 22
And they shall look unto the earth; and behold trouble and darkness, dimness of anguish; and they
shall be driven to darkness.
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Isaiah 22: 5
For it is a day of trouble, and of treading down, and of perplexity by the Lord God of hosts in the valley
of vision, breaking down the walls, and of crying to the mountains.
This next one has to do with the Spotless Bride Train scene!
Nahum 1: 7
The Lord is good, a strong hold in the day of trouble; and he knoweth them that trust in him.
Zephaniah 1: 15
That day is a day of wrath, a day of trouble and distress, a day of wasteness and desolation, a day of
darkness and gloominess, a day of clouds and thick darkness, See Day of the Clouds.
In the Uncharted Waters prophetic word the Lord says:
I say, 'Come.' I call you to My ways and My calendar of events. The church in the world has its calendar
and I have Mine. Some have made their calendar from My Word, yet they err. Even those whom I have
gifted have their own calendar but I am the Lord and I have Mine. I reveal My calendar step by step.
Those who learn My ways, and find My calendar, shall ride the wings of a bird in flight into victory with
Me. I have designed the Way. It is Me, it is Truth, it is Love, it is My pattern, it has My purpose. Know,
My calendar stands. Time is short. 'Come forth, Bride!' Those who truly love and fear Me shall come;
those who fear Me not, shall remain. Lean not to your own understanding and rest in this knowledge
that I will legally protect My Bride, according to My eternal plan. Is not marriage a legal matter?

God says: I reveal My calendar step by step so we see He is revealing in the vision
of the snow-covered earth that troubles and the beginning of sorrows are soon to be
manifested. By the Spotless Bride Train vision He is also revealing a way through
for those who will come into covenant with Him. The Lord will protect or take those
who are on the symbolic Spotless Bride Train through these troubles and sorrows.
VICTORY IS COMING to the one on the mountaintop.…
Who will come to the top of symbolic Mount Zion, the place where the Lord’s Bride treads? It is
a climb for all of us, requiring faith in the leading of the Lord that comes down the River of Life, in these
End Times. Symbolic Zion is a place of covenant, a place of truth and light.
Revelation of John 14:
1 And I looked, and, lo, a Lamb stood on the mount Sion,... (Read on in your Bibles, it talks about
judgment.)
We must realize that just as Israel had to obey the Lord in every detail in
order to pass through the judgment that God brought onto Egypt, we must likewise
obey Him during His End Time judgments.
Exodus 12: 12
For I will pass through the land of Egypt this night, and will smite all the firstborn in
the land of Egypt, both man and beast; and against all the gods of Egypt I will execute judgment: I am
the Lord.
The Lord said these things to come onto the earth must needs be:
Mark 13: 7
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And when ye shall hear of wars and rumours of wars, be ye not troubled: for such things must needs
be; but the end shall not be yet.
Amen

Relish Refinement - Anticipate Perfection - Expect Protection
Here are five scenes of protections which illustrate what the Lord wants for His people.
First scene,
August 18, 1999
I had a vision of a populated island with tall trees. It was out
in a big body of water with no other islands around. I knew the
enemy couldn’t attack. He couldn’t even lob shells into the island,
trying to cause a problem, simply because he couldn’t see
particular targets. I knew it was a country, a nation.
The enemy not being able to lob shells into the
island ...because he couldn’t see particular targets can be a little
hard to grasp. But the Lord is revealing, that in the days of His
judgement, He will hide those who walk in righteousness and meekness as revealed in this scripture.
Zephaniah 2: 1-3
Gather yourselves together, yea, gather together, O nation not desired; Before the decree bring forth,
before the day pass as the chaff, before the fierce anger of the Lord come upon you, before the day of
the Lord’s anger come upon you. Seek ye the Lord, all ye meek of the earth, which have wrought his
judgement; seek righteousness, seek meekness: it may be ye shall be hid in the day of the Lord’s
anger.
(Righteousness and meekness are learned! Lesson on Zephaniah 2: 1-3 is on the Take His
Heart site.)
Jesus certainly walked in the type of protection presented by the scene. It is through Him that
we can come to this place! It’s about coming into covenant by sacrifice. It’s about the perfecting of the
saints. It’s about Zion, the place of truth and light.
A good picture is found in Psalms.
Psalms 50: 2 - 5
Out of Zion, the perfection of beauty, God hath shined. Our God shall come, and shall not keep silence:
a fire shall devour before him, and it shall be very tempestuous round about him. He shall call to the
heavens from above, and to the earth, that he may judge his people. Gather my saints together unto
me; those that have made a covenant with me by sacrifice.
Here is an example of part of the sacrifice expected, and revealed in a prophetic word given
12-17-1989 here at Take His Heart. Is your mind set to what I’ve called you to do? Do you put it in 1st
place? Or do you put your thing in priority?
And another on 3-22-2007, in Minnesota ...Do not place greatest importance on your plans.
Place greatest importance on My plans....
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This is no doubt the same island I saw when the Lord gave the prophetic
word Uncharted Waters. The ship (symbolizing the church) was approaching the
shoreline of the island. It is a place He wants us to come to. As revealed in the
Uncharted Waters article, it is a place that has never been charted by man! This
certainly parallels the Spotless Bride of Christ never having been manifested in the
earth before. There is some instruction in Uncharted Waters along with great
encouragement.
Scene two
I have placed the following scenes here as a reminder and for those who
have no way of seeing the movies.
God asked,
"What would it be like to live if Satan was not active in your life?"
This is the first scene of protection given to me by the Holy Spirit.
Satan’s army would not even raise a weapon against the soldier
dressed in fine linen yet they could have easily picked him off with one
shot. This scene is described in more detail in the protection section of
the movies. Notice the soldier in fine linen did not carry a weapon to
protect himself.
In the scene, the soldier kept telling me I could do what He was
doing but I didn't want to believe him.
Third scene,
Later in the movie there is a scene of the same kind of protection
Jesus had. He walked through crowds when they wanted to kill Him. In
the scene I was told that I could have the same kind of protection, “If you
will walk in covenant and follow after “the things of the Spirit.”
God protects His treasures. Look at the correlation between what
He told us and this scripture:
Exodus 19: 5
Now therefore, if ye will obey my voice indeed, and keep my covenant, then ye shall be a peculiar
treasure unto me above all people: for all the earth is mine:
Fourth scene,
There is one scene given August 31 2006, in the boot camp article
where the enemy had everyone surrounded in the boot camp. They too had
no weapon raised against us who were in the boot camp. This picture adds
to the first three pictures previously given by the Holy Spirit. The Lord wants
us to come to the place of complete protection, illuminated by these four
pictures and others in the protection section of the movies.
Fifth scene,
There is a fifth picture you have just read in this Mount Zion section
given on December 9, 2006, under What’s Coming that Fundamentalist
Won’t Live Through.... It is where the young man wanted to be able to kill me
but he could not lay a hand on me because I was in covenant. He wanted me
to make a mistake with my mouth!
We see by looking at the dates that through the years the Lord has
continually given protection scenes, illuminating His protections more and more so we can comprehend
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them. The Lord wants to refine His people who are called for His purposes. On 12-26-2006, the Lord
told us to, relish refinement, and on 1-22-2007, He said to, anticipate perfection.
Psalms 50: 2
Out of Zion, the perfection of beauty, God hath shined.
Through the Lord we can come to that place of protections He was talking about when He
asked, "What would it be like to live if Satan was not active in your life?

Zion is a song the Holy Spirit gave to us years ago on February 4, 2000.
It contains a message for us - God’s people!
You can hear it and get the chords to play it on line at:
http://www.takehisheart.com/music-flash/player121/zionc.htm

ZION
There is a place, we choose to be;
For Lord it's Your dwelling place
And where You are we long to be.
Within the gates is so much light,
And truth does prevail; and our strength is renewed.
So let the rain fall, let it pour on us.
Holy Spirit, do the work that needs to be;
Send the fire and purify our soul,
Purge ev'ry sin and make us whole.
For within our heart, we want there to be
"Zion,"
Your place of truth and light.
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